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MOORISH STYLE MOROCCAN 1900S ARMCHAIR WITH MOTHER OF PEARL
GEOMETRIC INLAY

$7,200
This Moorish style Moroccan armchair, dating back to circa 1900, will instantly enchant the viewer with its out-curving back and

arms, intricate geometric inlay, mother of pearl motifs, and gracefully carved legs. The armchair embodies the essence of
Moorish design and Moroccan craftsmanship from this period, combining elegance and exotic allure in a harmonious and
timeless fashion. The out-curving back and arms add a touch of sophistication and grace to the design, creating a sense of

fluidity and movement that is both visually appealing and comfortable. This elegant silhouette, combined with the exquisite and
abundant inlaid motifs, imbues the armchair with character and elegance, making it a captivating addition to any home. The

intricate geometric inlay adorning the chair's back, arms, seat and legs is a testament to the masterful artistry and skill of
Moroccan craftsmen. The use of mother of pearl motifs within the inlay adds a touch of opulence and exotic charm, creating a
delightful visual contrast to the wood and enhancing the chair's overall allure. The gracefully carved legs serve as a beautiful

foundation for the chair, complementing the intricate inlay and adding to the overall visual harmony of the piece. With its
enchanting appearance, out-curving back and arms, geometric inlay and mother of pearl motifs, this Moorish style Moroccan

armchair from circa 1900 will make for a wonderful addition to any home, infusing any space with character and charm, placed
in a living room or foyer.

Height: 32 in (81.28 cm)

Width: 37 in (93.98 cm)

Depth: 20.5 in (52.07 cm)

Seat Height: 16.5 in (41.91 cm)

SKU: A 4437
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